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Abstract. In recent years, we have witnessed a rise in the popularity of net-
worked hospitality services (NHSs), an online marketplace for short-term peer-
to-peer accommodations. Such systems, however, raise significant privacy con-
cerns, because service providers such as Airbnb and 9flats can easily collect the
precise and personal information of millions of participating hosts and guests
through their centralized online platforms. In this paper, we propose PrivateNH,
a privacy-enhancing and practical solution that offers anonymity and accountabil-
ity for NHS users without relying on any trusted third party. PrivateNH leverages
the recent progress of Bitcoin techniques such as Colored Coins and CoinShuffle
to generate and maintain anonymous credentials for NHS participants. The cre-
dential holders (NHS hosts or guests) can then lease or rent short-term lodging
and interact with the service provider in an anonymous and accountable man-
ner. An anonymous and secure reputation system is also introduced to establish
the trust between unfamiliar hosts and guests in a peer-to-peer fashion. The pro-
posed scheme is compatible with the current Bitcoin blockchain system, and its
effectiveness and feasibility in NHS scenario are also demonstrated by security
analysis and performance evaluation.

Keywords: Networked hospitality services · Bitcoin blockchain · Anonymity
and accountability.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, the popularity of networked hospitality services (NHSs), such
as Airbnb and 9flats, has significantly increased, serving millions of users in hundreds
of cities [1]. These services provide an efficient online marketplace where users can
register themselves as hosts (to lease short-term lodging) and/or guests (to rent lodg-
ing); the service provider (SP) matches guest requests with available accommodations.
In general, NHS can provide more diversified and personalized choices in accommoda-
tions at lower costs or with lower transactional overhead, and shows great advantages
over traditional hotel industry. Moreover, the accountability provided by NHSs (e.g.,
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identity verification mechanism and reputation system adopted by Airbnb) is a key fea-
ture that contributes to NHSs widespread acceptance, as it makes hosts and guests feel
safer.

Despite the popularity, NHSs come with significant privacy concerns. To offer such
services, SPs in NHSs collect the details of each lodging, together with real identities
of the host and the guest. Note that other forms of accommodations, such as traditional
hotels, also leak private information. However, with the help of centralized online plat-
forms, data collection in NHSs is more efficient, aggressive and large-scale [2]. As a
result, the SP, or any entity with access to this data, can infer privacy-sensitive informa-
tion about hosts or guests, such as where they live, work, and socialize.

In this paper, we analyze the privacy threats in the current form of NHSs and pro-
pose PrivateNH, a practical solution that enhances privacy for the guests w.r.t. the SP
and privacy for the hosts w.r.t. malicious outsiders, while preserving the convenience
and functionality offered by the current system. PrivateNH relies on the recent progress
of Bitcoin techniques such as Colored Coins [7] and CoinShuffle [8] and well-known
cryptographic primitives like blind signatures [5] and private information retrieval [6].
We utilize the unmodified Bitcoin blockchain as the powerful platform to create and
manage anonymous credentials for NHS participants without relying on any trusted
third party. The credential holders (NHS hosts or guests) can then lease or rent short-
term lodging and interact with the SP in an anonymous and accountable manner. An
anonymous and secure reputation system is also introduced to establish the trust be-
tween unfamiliar hosts and guests in a peer-to-peer fashion.

In summary, our main contributions are:

– We present the first general privacy analysis of NHSs. By analyzing currently de-
ployed NHSs, we formalize the security and privacy objectives of the next-generation
NHSs.

– We propose PrivateNH, a practical system that offers enhanced privacy for hosts
and guests, without affecting the convenience of these services. To facilitate adap-
tion, PrivateNH relies exclusively on the unmodified Bitcoin blockchain system and
some well-established cryptographic primitives.

– We analyze and evaluate PrivateNH, showing its effectiveness and feasibility in
practical NHS scenario.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Background on the Bitcoin Blockchain

Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer digital cash system that allows miners to mint coins called
bitcoins and exchange them without authorized parties. Bitcoin uses a novel permis-
sionless consensus protocol known as proof-of-work [4] to make all nodes agree on
a log of transactions and to prevent attacks such as double-spending. This log is the
Bitcoin blockchain and is managed by all nodes in the network [4, 9].

The Bitcoin blockchain is an append-only public ledger which tracks all transac-
tions in the system. A special set of participants, called miners, runs the proof-of-work
protocol to extend the blockchain by appending newly generated block to the existing
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blockchain. A block consists of a block header and a set of transactions. The block
header in a block contains a hash pointer to the previous block. The transactions in a
block are hashed in a Merkle tree [4, 9], and the tree’s root hash is stored in the block
header. Bitcoin Simplified Payment Verification (SPV) [4] is a method for verifying if
particular transactions are included in a block without downloading the entire block.
This method is used by some lightweight Bitcoin clients. The blockchain mentioned in
this paper all refers to the Bitcoin blockchain.

A transaction consists of inputs and outputs. An output contains two fields: a value
field which indicates the number of transferred bitcoins and a locking script that speci-
fies what conditions must be fulfilled for those number of bitcoins to be further spent.
An input contains two fields: an outpoint that references the previous output and an
unlocking script to spend the bitcoins locked in the previous output. All unspent trans-
action outputs are called UTXO. For a valid transaction, the sum of the spent values in
inputs should be greater than or equal to the sum of the values in outputs. The difference
between these two sums is the mining fee for miners. The mining fee is optional, and a
transaction creator can specify the amount of fee on their will.

Bitcoin allows embedding data in transactions through a particular kind of transac-
tion output called OP RETURN . One can specify up to 83 bytes of arbitrary data in
an OP RETURN output [3]. PrivateNH uses it to store application-specific data in
the blockchain.

Due to the inherently public nature of the blockchain, users’ privacy is severely
restricted to linkable anonymity. Various mixing protocols have been introduced to mit-
igate this drawback. Tim, et al. [8] proposed CoinShuffle, a fully decentralized Bit-
coin mixing protocol that allows users to utilize Bitcoin in a truly anonymous manner.
PrivetNH builds a credential-mixing method based on this protocol.

2.2 Cryptographic Primitives

A blind signature as introduced by David Chaum [5] is a form of digital signature
in which the signature requester blinds their message before sending it to the signer.
The blinded signature can, in turn, be “unblinded”, to obtain a valid signature for the
original message. PrivateNH uses the key property, which a signer who is asked to
verify the signature of an unblinded message cannot relate this message back to the
blinded version they signed.

A private information retrieval (PIR) as introduced by Benny Chor, et al. [6] is a
protocol that allows a user to retrieve an item from a server in possession of a database
without revealing which item is retrieved. PrivateNH takes advantage of the PIR proto-
col to make the SP cannot link the reputation to a user when they retrieve their reputa-
tion.

3 Models, Assumptions, and Design Goals

3.1 System Model

An NHS includes three parties: hosts, guests, and the SP. The SP handles incom-
ing querying requests from guests and matches guests with available accommodations
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based primarily on their locations and dates. The SP also offers essential functionalities
such as accountability and reputation ratings.

3.2 Adversarial Assumptions

We assume the SP is honest-but-curious that strives to protect its business and maximize
its interests. It has incentives to mining sensitive information about its guests, to either
improve its quality of service or to monetize harvested data. We assume hosts are honest
and will provide accurate accommodation information.

We assume hosts will not collude with the SP after the guest checks in. But some
hosts may want to infer guests’ identities during the online booking process.

We assume most guests want to protect their privacy. But some guests may collude
with the SP to infer other guests’ identities. We also assume that guests are rational, and
do not misbehave if the cost of misbehaviors is significant.

We assume that the network and upper-layer protocols do not leak users identifiable
information to the SP. In practice, users can use anonymous network systems (e.g., Tor)
to conceal their IP addresses. We also assume that users can generate secure asymmetric
key pairs and maintain the confidentiality of their secret keys.

We assume that cryptographic building blocks used in the underlying blockchain,
the blind signature scheme, and the private information retrieval protocol are secure.
We also assume the Bitcoin network is secure and robust.

The outsiders are active adversaries who try to collect hosts’ and guests’ private
information and infer their identities.

3.3 Design Goals

This section describes the design goals of PrivateNH. That is, if PrivateNH satisfies
these goals, it is robust against the adversarial assumptions described in Section 3.2.

1) Authentication: Hosts and guests should be mutually authenticated to prevent crim-
inals from participating in online booking. Together with the reputation mechanism,
both the host and the guest can ensure that they are authenticated and trustful.

2) Guest anonymity: The SP cannot infer guests’ identities. During the online book-
ing process, the host cannot infer their guest’s identity. Moreover, Even the SP and
some guests collude, they still cannot learn any knowledge about the identity of a
particular guest.

3) Guest unlinkability: The SP cannot tell whether two accommodations were booked
by the same guest. This means the unlinkability of guests have to be preserved
throughout the operations provided by the SP, including bookings and reputation
ratings.

4) Accountability: The SP can blacklist misbehaving users (e.g., a guest who damages
a host’s house). Blacklisted users are no longer able to join future online bookings.

5) Anonymous reputation: It is computationally difficult for hosts and guests to misbe-
have during reputation ratings. It is computationally difficult for hosts and guests to
show a tampered reputation without been discovered. It is computationally difficult
for the SP to know whether two ratings are reviewed by the host and the guest in the
same booking.
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6) Efficiency: All the above properties consume low communication and storage over-
head.

4 PrivateNH Overview

As shown in Fig. 1, there are three types of participants in the system: the SP, hosts, and
guests. We use users to indicate both hosts and guests in this paper.

Guest

Bitcoin blockchain

SP

Host

1, 9 1, 98

2, 7

4, 5

1, 3, 6 1

4, 5, 8

1. User registration                 2. Credential verification        3. Credential exchange
4. Credential revocation      5. Credential blacklisting        6. Credential maintenance
7. Rating token generation  8. Reputation retrievial            9. Reputation rating

Fig. 1. System overview

A user registers themselves in the system and owns an anonymous credential which
can be used to prove the validity of their identity. A credential is the hash of an ECDSA
public key which can be deemed as a Bitcoin address. It can be verified using the sig-
nature signed by the corresponding secret key.

Hosts and guests can verify each other’s credential without the SP. Due to the pub-
licity of the blockchain, a host can verify whether a guest owns a valid credential by
checking the blockchain, and vice versa for the guest.

Guests can exchange their credentials with the others using CoinShuffle protocol.
Since CoinShuffle is a peer-to-peer protocol, there is no need for the SP to involve.

A guest can fetch their reputation from the SP using the PIR protocol and shows it
to the host before the booking. Also, they can generate reputation token using the blind
signature scheme to give a review for the host after the booking. These two operations
are vice versa for the host.

5 PrivateNH Design and Implementation

5.1 User Registration

An individual can become a user and holds a credential by creating a registration trans-
action. As soon as the transaction is on the blockchain, the newly created credential
becomes valid and everyone can verify it. To generate this transaction,
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– First, an individual U sends a signing request Sign(AddrU ) to the SP. In this step,
the real identity of U is sending along with the request to the SP to resist the abuse
of registrations;

– Next, after making sure the identity is valid and not been registered before, the SP
signs AddrU and sends the result SigskSP

{AddrU} back to U ;
– After verifying the correctness of the signature, U generates a valid transaction and

embeds the signature in it;
– Last, U broadcasts the transaction and waits for the Bitcoin network accept it.

SP

 Registration tx  Credential 
exchange tx 

M
IX••• •••

C
re

de
nt

ia
l lo

g

<Registration> <2-of-2 multisig> <Exchange()>

User
User’s

Credential

Fig. 2. Registration & credential log

The registration transaction contains three outputs. As shown in Fig. 2, they are
represented in circles. We define outputs in order: the first is a genesis credential, the
second is a deposit output, and the last is a registration output.

The genesis credential can be later transformed into a new and anonymous creden-
tial through credential exchange protocol. We discuss this in detail in Section 5.2.

The deposit output is a 2-of-2 multi-signature output where two signatures are re-
quired to unlock bitcoins in this output. One signature is signed by the SP, and the other
is signed by the creator of the registration transaction. During the registration phase, a
user transfers a fixed number of bitcoins to the output. This increases the cost for a user
to misbehave. We discuss this in more detail in Section 5.4.

The registration output is an OP RETURN output which contains a valid signa-
ture from the SP. The signature proves the user is authenticated.

5.2 Credential Exchange

Guests follow credential exchange protocol to get new credentials and invalidate their
old ones. Our protocol works as follows. First, all participants need to verify each other.
We discuss this in detail in Section 5.3. Then, each member provides one input address
and one output address. The input is equivalent to their old credential, and the output
will be their new credential. Next, all members use the decentralized mixing protocol
CoinShuffle to construct a new transaction which randomized the mapping pattern be-
tween inputs and outputs provided by all members. Finally, all members broadcast the
new transaction to the Bitcoin network.
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When the transaction is added to the blockchain, every participant’s new credential
becomes valid, and the original one turns invalid automatically. Thanks to the mixing
technique, nobody can tell which one is the corresponding old credential with a given
new credential.

The values of all outputs must conform to a uniform distribution to make all outputs
identical to observers. Suppose m guests engage in the protocol. The input value of the
guest Gi is vini , and the output value of Gi is vouti . The mining fee is f(>= 0). Then
we have the following equations.

vout1 = vout2 = ... = voutm = k, (1)

k =

∑m
i=1 vini

− f
m

. (2)

5.3 Credential Verification

Whether a guest requests an accommodation booking or participates in a credential
exchange transaction, they are required to prove the validity of their credential. First,
they use the private key to create a signature to show they own the credential. Then,
they construct a proof to demonstrate the credential they hold is valid.

Credential Exchange tx 1

Input 0

Input 1 M
IX

Credential Exchange tx 2
M
IXInput 0

Input 0

Input 0

<Exchange()> <Exchange()>

Alice’s 
credential

Bob’s 
credential

Verification path

Fig. 3. Credential verification

We introduce verification path to construct such a proof. As noted in Section 2, an
input is always linked to one specic output of a preceding transaction. Through this,
transactions become linked. By defining a mapping between the inputs and the outputs
in the same transaction, a path is formed among the transaction graph. In our scheme,
we define the mapping with respect to the ordering of inputs and outputs. To clarify,
inputi is mapped to the outputi within the same transaction. We specify the resulting
path as the verification path. As depicted in Fig. 3, Bob’s credential is validated using a
path containing two credential exchange transactions. And the initial credential may be
held by another guest, e.g., Alice.

Given a credential, a verifier can check whether there is a verification path within
the blockchain by verifying:

– The output containing the credential is a UTXO;
– The credential is not on the blacklist (we discuss this in Section 5.4);
– There is a verification path between the credential and the checkpoint.
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5.4 Credential Revocation

We introduce credential revocation to invalidate credentials. As shown in Fig. 4, the SP
creates a blacklist transaction to invalidate credentials by embedding these credentials
into the transaction’s OP RETURN output. A credential is revoked for two reasons:
(1) Active leaving: A user leaves the system (e.g. delete the account), and (2) Passive
leaving: The SP punishes a misbehaving user (e.g. blacklist the user).

 Genesis 
blacklist tx 

 Blacklist tx  Blacklist tx 

Bl
ac

kl
is

t l
og

<Signature><Blacklist(credentials)><Blacklist(credentials)>
SP

Fig. 4. Blacklist log

If a user leaves the system, they can reclaim the deposit that is locked in the reg-
istration transaction. Since the registration transaction is related to the user’s identity,
the SP can infer who is requesting the refunds. Thus for a passive leaving user (a.k.a. a
misbehaving user), they can choose to either reclaim their deposit while revealing their
identity to the SP or lost their deposit.

5.5 Credential Maintenance

If the value of a user’s credential becomes too small for the user to involve in the next
credential exchange transaction, the user can: (1) request the SP to revoke the credential
and generate a new one, or (2) charge the credential.

Credential maintenance tx 

••• ••••••••• •••

<Charge()>

credential 1

credential k
Charger Charger’s change

charged credential 1

charged credential k

Fig. 5. Credential maintenance transaction

A user creates a credential maintenance transaction to charge their credential. As
shown in Fig. 5, some users may create one credential maintenance transaction together
to share the expense of the transaction fee. We define the same mapping pattern as in
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Section 5.3 in compliance with the verification path rule. The charger can be the user or
a charge service provider.

5.6 Reputation Rating

We show the online booking workflow of PrivateNH in Fig. 6. We detail the steps which
are the main concerns of the reputation rating.

HostGuest SP
(1) Querying request

(2) Available accommodations

(3) Secret channel: Send a reservation request, alone with the reputation

(4) Accept, alone with the reputation

(5) Confirm the booking

(5) Update the house's available time

(6) Generate rating tokens

Fig. 6. PrivateNH’s online booking workflow

In step 3 and 4, the guest and the host retrieves reputation from the SP using the PIR
protocol without revealing which reputation they retrieve. The SP returns the reputation
along with a signature SigSP {reputation} which can be used to prove the complete-
ness and correctness of the reputation. The SP can also return the signature with a
timestamp, e.g., SigSP {reputation, timestamp}, to bring freshness to the reputation.

In step 6, the host H and the guest G use the blind signature scheme to gen-
erate rating tokens. The operations are as follows: (1) H and G generate a random
value rh and rg respectively; (2) H sends the hash ch = hash(rh) to G, and G
sends the hash cg = hash(rg) to H; (3) H requests a blind signature from the
SP: BlindSigSP {certh, sigh{cg}}, and G requests a blind signature from the SP:
BlindSigSP {certg, sigg{ch}}; (4) Both of them unblinds the signature to reveal the
rating tokens: RTg = SigSP {certg, sigg{ch}} and RTh = SigSP {certh, sigh{cg}};
and (5) G sends RTg to H so that H can review G after the checking out, and vice
versa.

The guest sends to the SP the rating token RTh, the random value rg used to gen-
erate the hash cg , and a review of the host. When the SP receives this token, it checks
the correctness of the signature, the correctness of the certificate certh, whether cg has
not been used before and whether cg is the hash of rg . And vice versa for the host.
Note that, to avoid time-correlation attacks by the SP, the rating should not take place
right after the checking out. This can be implemented by imposing some random delay
before the rating.
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6 Analysis and Evaluation

6.1 Authentication, anonymity, unlinkability, and accountability

Authentication During the authentication process, both the host and the guest have
credentials, which can be validated by each other as described in Section 5.3. Specifi-
cally, the prover shows their credential has a verification path which originates from the
credential in a registration transaction. The verification path cannot be tampered and is
publicly verifiable. Since the underlying blockchain is a global append-only ledger and
is assumed secure and robust, the verifier can believe the authenticity of the prover.

Anonymity In this scheme, anonymity is enabled through credential exchange pro-
tocol. We suppose a genesis credential has a backward anonymity of 1. It is usually
increased after every exchange since the backward anonymity set after an exchange is
the union of all anonymity sets of the participating credentials. Given a credential ex-
change transaction with the set of participating credentials G and the anonymity sets
Ag for all g ∈ G, the anonymity increases ∆ag for a g ∈ G can be written as:

∆ag = |
⋃
p∈G

Ap \Ag|. (3)

We have: (1) a user change their credential more frequently comes to a bigger
anonymity set for themselves, and (2) more user participant in one exchange brings
larger anonymity set.

Unlinkability PrivateNH uses credential exchange protocol to make credentials un-
linkable. Credential exchange protocol takes advantage of CoinShuffle. We define the
unlinkability probability that quantifies the probability where the credential exchange
protocol has at least two honest participants. It means that honest guests can get an
unlinkable credential in such a probability after participating in credential exchange
protocols. We assume that colluded guests are randomly selected to participate in the
protocol. Let N denotes the number of all guests, m denotes the number of colluded
guests, Kp denotes colluded guest rate. Then, Kp = m

N . Let n denotes the number of
guests in every credential exchange protocol, r denotes the credential exchange rounds
for a credential, Pr denotes the unlinkability probability after r exchanges. Then we
have:

Pr = 1−
Cn−1

m C1
N−m

Cn
N

× (
Cn−1

m C1
1

Cn−1
N−1C

1
1

)r−1. (4)

Fig. 7a shows honest guests get high unlinkability through several credential ex-
changes even though most guests collude. Fig. 7b shows the more guests in every round,
the higher unlinkability probability for honest guests.

PrivateNH uses the blind signature schemes to achieve unlinkability for reputation
ratings. In a reputation rating, the host and the guest do not provide their identifying
information to the SP during the reputation rating. That is, the IP addresses and real
credentials of the hosts and guests are invisible to the SP. This, together with the fact that
there is no identity information included in the token, guarantees unlinkability between
the host and the guest.
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Fig. 7. Parameter impact on the unlinkability probability

Accountability PrivateNH achieves accountability without any trusted third party.
First, the SP can revoke misbehaving credentials while it cannot link the credentials to
users’ identities. Second, users will refuse blacklisted credential holders participating
in the credential exchange protocol since their new credentials may be the blacklisted
ones after the protocol. Finally, the deposit raises the expense of misbehaviors. When
users withdraw their deposits, their identities are disclosed and misbehaving credential
holders will be identified.

6.2 Performance Evaluation

Table 1. Size evaluation of different system defined transactions

registration deposit credential exchange blacklist update credential maintenance
size(bytes) 351 333 224 255 224

Communication Overhead A user needs to download some system transactions to
verify the others’ credentials. Given n users, all users change their credentials after
every booking (for example every one week), the maximum length of validation path is
l, and users need to charge credentials after l changes. For the worst case, a user needs
to download n ∗ (registration+ deposit+ l ∗maintenance) data in bytes. The size
of different types of transactions is given in Table 1. If the system has 10000 users,
and a credential exchanges 20 times before its charging. The maximum communication
overhead for a user in 20 weeks is: 10000 ∗ (351 + 333 + 224 ∗ 20) = 51.64Mb =
6.455MB. This is only 369bytes on average per day. And if there are too many users
in the system, they do not need to download all the system created transactions. They
can either download the transactions on demand or use a trust-but-verifiable server who
only pushes data they need.
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Storage Overhead A user needs to store some public and private key pairs. Our system
uses ECDSA with the secp256k1 curve. A pair of public and private key has 65+32 =
97bytes. A user stores 2 pairs: one for withdrawing the deposit; another is for proving
they own their latest credential. Also, a user stores all users’ latest credentials, which is
(n− 1) ∗ output = (n− 1) ∗ 56bytes. Given n = 10000, the storage overhead in total is
297+ 9999 ∗ 56 = 0.56Mb = 0.07MB. Like the discussion before, it is not necessary
for a user to store all credentials of the others in the system. A user can store the other
users’ credentials on demand.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the privacy threats in the current form of NHSs. We also
proposed PrivateNH, a practical solution that enhances privacy for the guests w.r.t. the
SP and privacy for the hosts w.r.t. malicious outsiders, while preserving the convenience
and functionality offered by the current system. The proposed PrivateNH is compatible
with the current Bitcoin blockchain system, and its effectiveness and feasibility in NHS
scenario are also demonstrated by the security analysis and performance evaluation.
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